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Mission

• Analyze the regional structure of energy supply and demand as well as energy policies in 
Myanmar

• Prepare policy recommendations based on the latest energy policy research

Activities

• International Symposiums such as  “Energy Policy Roundtable” (2012-)

PROJECT HISTORY

• Policy recommendations and human resource 
development on rural electrification in Myanmar 
(2013-)

• Collaboration with the universities; Chulalongkorn 
University of Thailand (2013-), University of 
California, Berkeley, and Yangon Technological 
University 



CAPACITY 
BUILDING

4Workshops with Members of  the Parliament in Myanmar (Aug 17, 2018, Sept 14, 2018, Feb 18-19, 2019)

International symposium with Members of  
Parliament and government officials (June 5, 2019) Global New Lights of  Myanmar (newspaper) (Aug 17, 2018)



SHAPING ENERGY POLICIES TOWARDS 
THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE SDGS IN 
MYANMAR AND THE GMS (FY2018-2019)

 Barriers to mini-grids in Myanmar 

 Energy for reducing inequalities & 
supporting peace 

 Improved regional interconnectivity 



CURRENT SITUATION OF ELECTRIFICATION IN MYANMAR

Government’s target: 
100% electrification 

rate by 2030
NASA Earth Observatory images by Joshua Stevens, 
using Suomi NPP VIIRS data from Miguel Román, 
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center

World Atlas “Burma outline map”

Estimated source of additional generation 
required to achieve universal electricity access
(IRENA, 2017)



SOURCE OF ELECTRICITY IN MYANMAR

Ministry of Planning and Finance, Myanmar and World Bank (2017) * Mill, Generator, Solar Lantern

Main Grid

Mini Grid

No Electricity

SHS

Other* 

Rechargeable 
battery

84.5

12.6

12.8

(42％ in 2018, 
Myanmar Energy Brief (191), 2019)



PREVIOUS STUDY

• Technoeconomic Assessment of Mini-grids in 
Myanmar

• Typology of Barriers to Deployment

• Prioritization of Barrier Factors



PREVIOUS STUDY: COMPARISON OF LCOE

Numata et al.,
(2018) ERIA
Discussion 
paper series. 
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O&M PV
Initial Battery
Replace Battery
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Fuel costs

0.26

0.69

0.62
0.25

0.41

0.63

Diesel in 
rural areaLoad: Night & Day, Diesel, Fuel Price (FP) Low

Load: Night & Day, PV+Battery (lead-acid)

Load: Night & Day, Diesel, Fuel Price High (× 2.7)

Load: Night & Day, PV+Battery (lead)+Diesel, FP Low

Load: Night & Day, PV+Battery（LIB, future price)

Load: Night & Day, PV+Battery (lead)+Diesel, FP High

• Solar + Battery mini-grids are cost-competitive with diesel mini-
grids where fuel cost is high ( = rural area).

Findings



BARRIER TYPOLOGY
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Financial

Economic

Social/Cultural

Technical

Regulatory Painuly (2001) “Barriers to renewable energy 
penetration: A framework for analysis”.



BARRIER FACTORS
Financial barriers

Access to finance

High cost of capital

Insufficient customers' 
capital 

Currency risk

Economic Barriers

Small market size

Low demand

Cost-revenue gap: 
tariff structure

Fee collection

Social/Cultural 
Barriers

Negative 
externalities by 

international 
organizations

Ethnic/ language 
difference

Education gap

Perception of inferior 
quality

Regulatory Barriers

Lack of regulatory 
framework

Lack of technical 
standards

Institutional capacity

Threat of grid 
extension

Technical Barriers

Technology gap

Lack of inter-
connectivity with main 

grid

Intermittency

Operation and 
maintenance (O&M)

Comello et al., (2017). “Enabling Mini-Grid Development in Rural India,”,.
Greacen (2017). “Role of Mini-grids for Electrification in Myanmar - SWOT Analysis and Roadmap for Scale up.“



TECHNICAL BARRIERS

Technology gap
• Local technology in Myanmar differs from internationally 

accepted practice in terms of design principles.

Intermittency
• Systems that compensate for intermittency, such as 

variation between day/night and dry/rainy seasons in 
the case of solar power, and rainy/dry seasons in the 
case of hydro power, are necessary.

Lack of interoperability with main grid
• The business risk involved in mini-grids without 

interoperability with the main grid increases when there is 
an unplanned extension of the main grid.

Operation and maintenance



REGULATORY BARRIERS
Institutional capacity
• In Myanmar, on-grid systems fall under the jurisdiction of the 

Ministry of Electricity and Energy, while off-grid systems fall under 
the Department of Rural Development, the Ministry of Livestock, 
Fisheries and Rural Development. Coordination across ministries is 
time-consuming.

Lack of regulatory framework
• There is currently no legislation covering mini-grids. However, a 

draft legislation is being drawn up by the World Bank, GIZ, and 
Myanmar government.

Lack of technical standards and codes
• Since there are no technical standards or codes, it is difficult to 

ensure consistency in the quality of mini-grids.

Threat of grid extension



SOCIAL/CULTURAL 
BARRIERS

Education gap

• It is difficult for local developers/operators to pass 
assessments set by international aid organizations who 
provide low cost loan. 

Perception of inferior quality

• Even with back-up systems, mini-grids may face the severe 
climate situation and cannot supply as usual. 

Ethnic/ language difference

• Unelectrified regions overlap with areas inhabited by ethnic 
minorities.

Negative externalities caused by international 
organizations
• In Myanmar, there used to be a nearly non-profit 

independent mini-grid business ecosystem. However, 
people’s mindsets have changed as a result of subsidized 
mini-grid projects by donor organization.

https://www.geni.org/globalenergy/library/national_energy_grid/myanmar-burma/myanmarnationalelectricitygrid.shtmlNew York Times (2012)



ECONOMIC BARRIERS
Tariff structure: cost-revenue gap
• Should balance between the amount that customers are 

able to pay and the tariff that reflects costs.

Small market size
• The scale of Myanmar’s renewable energy market is 

still small.

Low demand
• Creation of demand beyond basic use for lighting and 

charging cell phones is problem.

Revenue collection uncertainty
• Introduction of technologies such as pre-paid meter or 

Pay As You Go is an effective way of reducing fee 
collection risk.



FINANCIAL BARRIERS
Access to finance

• Difficulty in access to finance due to the immaturity of Myanmar financial sector.

High cost of capital

• Even if funds can be procured, capital costs (interest rates, loan fees) are high.

Insufficient customers' capital

• Means of procuring funds available to consumers were limited to high-cost private-sector 
moneylenders. However, microfinance is steadily increasing.

Currency risk

• When funds are procured in a foreign currency, businesses take a risk with regard to the rate of 
exchange with the revenue, which is in local currency. 

www.asianews.it(2012)



PRIORITIZATION OF BARRIER FACTORS

 Which is the main barrier to deployment of renewable 
based mini-grid?



PRIORITIZED BARRIERS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
TO OVERCOME

Perception of inferior quality
Clear communication of limitations to villagers could address perception of low quality

Technology gap
Use affordable technology

Education gap of local developers/operators
Provide support service to apply soft loan

Cost-revenue gap
The tariff for the main grid should be increased to enable equal footing 



THANK YOU FOR LISTENING!
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